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Abstract
Supermassive black holes launch powerful radio-synchrotron jets into the hot atmo-
spheres of galaxy clusters, creating bubbles of displaced gas and driving shock fronts.
These jets output a tremendous amount of energy, preventing rapid cooling of the X-ray
atmospheres, and suppressing star formation in massive galaxies. In this thesis I investigate
the link between feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN) and the large-scale properties
of galaxy clusters.
I begin by analysing the cluster scaling relations in systems experiencing radio-mode
feedback. The sample comprises of 50 systems with X-ray cavities, including the 23 sys-
tems from the HIghest FLUx Galaxy Cluster Sample (HIFLUGCS) with X-ray cavities and
central cooing times less than 1 Gyr. Using archival Chandra data, I derive mass profiles of
both the total mass and gas mass for each cluster. I then determine the bolometric luminos-
ity, temperature, halo mass, and gas mass within a self-similar radius. K-band magnitudes
from the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) are used to calculate the stellar mass of
the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG). I fit the relationships between mass, temperature,
and luminosity in our sample, compare them to the theoretical self-similar scalings, and
to previous studies using the full cluster population. I also investigate the relationships
between the mass in stars, gas, and dark matter. I attempt to answer if AGN feedback is
responsible for the decrease in integrated star formation efficiency with mass, and if it is
able to displace the missing gas in clusters.
I then investigate how mechanical AGN power scales with cluster properties. I find a
strong correlation between AGN power and halo mass, and find the relationship between
AGN power and cluster luminosity is consistent with linear. I compare the relationship be-
tween AGN power and halo mass to an analytic model used in simulations, and I measure
the accretion rate of AGN outbursts across our sample in an attempt to explain the differ-
ences between them. I address possible biases in the measured relationship between AGN
power and halo mass, including spurious correlations caused by redshift, and bias caused
by degeneracy between measurements of halo mass and AGN power. I look at the spread
of cavity angular sizes with redshift, finding no redshift-dependent bias on measuring AGN
power from X-ray cavities. I use radio luminosity as a proxy for AGN power that is not
degenerate with halo mass, and again find that the mechanical power of AGN correlates
strongly with cluster mass.
Finally, I look at the effect of AGN heating in the full HIFLUGCS sample, which con-
tains 64 systems. The luminosity of central radio sources is used as a proxy for mechanical
AGN power, and the systems are sorted by the central cooling time of the intracluster
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medium (ICM). A clear separation is found in the relationship between AGN power and
mass based on central cooling time, and I discuss this in the context of a feedback cycle. I
find no separation in the relationship between halo mass and BCG stellar mass with central
cooling time, indicating that cooling flows are balanced over long timescales. I calculate
the energy per particle injected from individual AGN outbursts and discuss in context of
the energy required to break self-similarity in clusters and groups.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Galaxy Clusters
The study of galaxy clusters began in the late 1700s, when Messier and Herschel discovered
the tendency of “nebulae” to appear concentrated on the sky. These nebulae were not
conclusively determined to be extragalactic sources until the 1920s, when Edwin Hubble
used observations of cepheid variable stars to show that they were too distant to be within
the Milky Way (Hubble, 1926). This discovery meant that nebulae were individual galaxies,
and made way for the study of galaxies as physical systems.
The first estimates of galaxy cluster masses were first made in the 1930s in the Coma
and Virgo clusters, using the virial theorem with measurements of the velocities of cluster
galaxies (Zwicky, 1933, 1937; Smith, 1936). The inferred masses were found to be much
larger than the mass of all of the stars, providing the first evidence for dark matter. A
large component of this missing matter was discovered to be in the form of hot, low-density
plasma spread smoothly throughout the full volume a galaxy cluster, seen as extended X-
ray emission (Giacconi et al., 1972; Gursky & Schwartz, 1977). This hot atmosphere is
referred to as the intracluster medium (ICM), and typically has temperatures in the range
of 107 − 108 Kelvin, and X-rays luminosities in the range of Lx ∼ 1043 − 1045 erg s−1
(Sarazin, 1988).
Galaxy clusters are comprised of hundreds to thousands of galaxies, spanning ∼ 1− 3
Mpc. X-ray emission in galaxy clusters is seen as extended emission not localised to the
locations of galaxies, and is often peaked near a central giant elliptical galaxy referred to
as the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG). These galaxies typically lie near the minimum of
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the cluster potential, and are close to the systemic velocity of the galaxy cluster. BCGs
have stellar masses upwards of 1012M, and dominate the central dynamics.
Measurements of the ICM allowed for an independent measure of the gravitational
mass of galaxy clusters, and reinforced the need for a dark component of mass (Bahcall &
Sarazin, 1977; Fabricant, Lecar & Gorenstein, 1980). Only ∼ 20% of the mass in galaxy
clusters is found to be in the form of baryons, split between the ICM (∼ 90%) and stars
(∼ 10%) (eg: Lin, Mohr & Stanford 2003). The remaining ∼ 80% of the mass is in the
form of dark matter, the composition of which is unknown. Galaxy clusters range in mass
from 1014 M to several 1015 M, and are the most massive gravitationally bound systems
in the Universe. The massive gravitational potential of galaxy clusters means that they are
essentially “closed box” systems, retaining all of the matter they accrete. Beyond the inner
regions of clusters, the hot atmospheres have cooling timescales longer than the Hubble
time. As such, the ICM contains the full thermal history of the galaxy cluster, including
the effects of heating from AGN and stellar evolution.
1.2 Intracluster Medium
1.2.1 Thermal Bremsstrahlung
In the 1970s, iron line emission was detected in the X-ray spectra of the Perseus, Coma,
and Virgo galaxy clusters (Mitchell et al., 1976; Serlemitsos et al., 1977). This discovery
revealed thermal bremsstrahlung as the main emission mechanism for X-rays in galaxy
clusters. At temperatures lower than T ∼ 3× 107 K, the luminosity from line emission is
significant as well (Peterson & Fabian, 2006).
The luminosity of bremsstrahlung as a function of frequency ν per unit volume is given
as:
ffν =
dW
dV dtdν
=
25pie6
3mec3
(
2pi
3mek
)1/2
Z2nenigff (Z, Tg, ν)T
−1/2exp(−hν/kT ), (1.1)
where me is the electron mass, ne ans ni are the electron and ion density, and Z is the charge
of the ion (Rybicki & Lightman, 2008). gff (Z, Tg, ν) is the Gaunt factor which corrects
for quantum mechanical effects, is close to unity and has a weak frequency dependence.
Integrating the emissivity over frequency, the total luminosity per unit volume is:
dP
dV
≈ 10−27T 1/2nenH (1.2)
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Knowing the functional form of the emission, X-ray spectra can be used to determine
the temperature, density, and metallicity of the ICM. The temperature of the ICM can
be determined from the exponential cutoff of the X-ray spectrum at high energies. For a
fixed temperature, the density of the gas is determined simply by the normalization of the
spectrum, given by the emission measure:
EM =
∫
nenidV. (1.3)
The metallicity is primarily constrained by the intensity of the Fe-K line complex at ∼
6.7keV, and the Fe-L complex at ∼ 1− 2keV.
1.2.2 Hydrostatic Atmospheres - Mass Determinations
As clusters of galaxies form hierarchically, the baryonic atmospheres are heated by gravita-
tional infall. The ICM forms a hydrostatic atmosphere, where the density and temperature
distributions are governed by the underlying gravitational potential. The equation of hy-
drostatic equilibrium is:
1
ρg
∇p = ∇φ, (1.4)
where ρg is the gas density, φ is the gravitational potential, and p is the pressure of the
ICM. Under the assumption of spherical symmetry, the enclosed mass as a function of
radius is described as
M(r) =
−kTr
GµmH
(
d log ne
d log r
+
d log T
d log r
)
, (1.5)
where µ ≈ 0.6 is the mean molecular weight of the particles in the ICM, and mH is the
mass of hydrogen (Sarazin, 1988). Thus, mass profiles of galaxy clusters can be determined
in principle by measuring the radial profiles of temperature and density. Deviations from
hydrostatic equilibrium result is mass estimates in relaxed clusters that are ∼ 10 − 20%
low at typically measured radii (R2500, R500) (Nagai, Kravtsov & Vikhlinin, 2007; Mahdavi
et al., 2013). Masses are difficult to measure accurately in cluster outskirts, as the effects
of non-thermal pressure and gas clumping (Simionescu et al., 2011) are likely significant.
In practice, X-ray spectra are extracted from discrete radial bins used to measure the
temperature and density. The main limitation is the need for sufficient X-ray counts
to measure the temperature precisely (Vikhlinin et al., 2005). Density profiles can be
reconstructed by the surface brightness profile of the cluster, and are limited by the spatial
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resolution of the instrument. Temperatures and densities are measured in cylindrical shells
on the sky, and need to be “deprojected” to determine the true radial profiles (Kriss, Cioffi
& Canizares, 1983; Russell, Sanders & Fabian, 2008). Deprojection introduces systematic
errors in the measured profiles, often producing temperature profiles oscillating around the
mean value (eg: Fabian et al. 2006). Additional constraints are often used to derive physical
results for mass profiles, either by modelling the temperature and density profiles (Vikhlinin
et al., 2006; Reiprich & Bo¨hringer, 2002), or modelling the gravitational potential (Mahdavi
et al., 2008). A model independent approach can be applied, but requires high-quality data
covering well beyond the region of interest to produce reliable results (Nulsen, Powell &
Vikhlinin, 2010).
1.3 Scaling Relations
If the formation of galaxy clusters is governed entirely by gravity, galaxy clusters would be
self-similar (Kaiser, 1986). This leads to specific relations between the mass, temperature,
and luminosity of galaxy clusters within a scaled radius. The mean density within a scaled
radius is constant, such that:
M∆/R
3
∆ = constant, (1.6)
where R∆ is the radius where the enclosed density is ∆ times the critical density of the
Universe. The emission is dominated by thermal bremsstrahlung, such that the luminosity
within a radius R is:
L ∝ ρ2gT 1/2R3∆. (1.7)
Hydrostatic equilibrium along with the virial theorem implies that T ∝M/R. Additionally,
if the effects of gravity and shock heating are included, then the gas component should
also be self-similar (Navarro, Frenk & White, 1995), implying M ∝ Mg. Combining these
equations gives expected scalings of cluster properties as:
L ∝ T 2,M ∝ T 32 . (1.8)
Observations find a relation between luminosity and temperature of L ∝∼ T 3, much
steeper than the self-similar predictions (eg: Markevitch 1998; Mahdavi et al. 2013). This
suggests that non-gravitational processes have a significant effect in clusters. Radiative
cooling in the cores of clusters is in part responsible for the steepening of the L − T
relation, as it shows less scatter and is closer to self-similar expectation when the cores of
clusters are excised (Markevitch, 1998; Maughan et al., 2008). However, core-excised L−T
relations are still typically steeper than the self-similar expectation, with the effect most
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prominent in poor clusters and groups. The observed steepening of the L − T relation is
most commonly attributed to “pre-heating”, which is the injection of additional entropy
into cluster gas before virialization (Kaiser, 1991; Evrard & Henry, 1991).
The M − T relation is usually found to be close to the self-similar expectation of
M ∝ T 32 in clusters (Vikhlinin et al., 2006), while the relation steepens to M ∝∼ T 1.6−1.7
when galaxy groups are included (Arnaud, Pointecouteau & Pratt, 2005; Sun et al., 2009).
Additionally, the M − T relation shows scatter of ≈ 15%, considerably lower than the
scatter in the L−T relation. The temperature is determined almost entirely by the depth
of the potential well, and is fairly insensitive to the effects of heating and cooling.
1.4 Mass Partitioning
As the X-ray luminosity is proportional to the gas density squared, the steepening of the
L− T relation is strongly linked to the gas content in galaxy clusters (Pratt et al., 2009).
The gas fraction in galaxy clusters, defined as fg = Mg/Mtot, increases with increasing
halo mass (Lin, Mohr & Stanford, 2003; Vikhlinin et al., 2006; Gonzalez et al., 2013).
Additionally, the ICM is less centrally peaked than the total mass distribution in clusters.
This results in gas fraction profiles that increase with radius, moving closer to the cosmic
baryon fraction at large radii (Vikhlinin et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009).
Star formation is inefficient in galaxy clusters, as the majority of baryonic mass is
contained in the ICM. The integrated star formation efficiency is highest in halo masses
∼ 1012M, and decreases strongly with increasing halo mass (Behroozi, Wechsler & Con-
roy, 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2013). This trend is dominated by central galaxies, and the
integrated star formation efficiency of satellites appears to be roughly constant with halo
mass (Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Meshscheryakov, 2014). There must then be a mechanism
which preferentially suppresses star formation in central galaxies, which is somehow related
to the total halo mass. Several proposed mechanisms include quenching of star formation
due to the shock heating of the ICM (Dekel & Birnboim, 2006), heating from AGN (Mc-
Namara & Nulsen, 2007), and heating from AGB stars (Conroy, van Dokkum & Kravtsov,
2014).
1.5 Cooling Flows
The density of hot gas in galaxy clusters is often sharply centrally peaked. The X-ray
luminosity scales as density squared, leading to a large loss of energy of the ICM in X-rays.
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The timescale to radiate away the thermal energy of the ICM can drop well below the
age of the cluster. This should create a “cooling flow”, where gas slowly flows inwards to
maintain the central pressure as energy is radiated away (see Fabian 1994 for a review).
In the absence of heating, a cooling-flow would provide a steady flow of cool gas onto the
central galaxy, fueling star formation and resulting in vast amounts of molecular gas.
This simple cooling flow model disagrees with observations, in what is known as the
“cooling flow problem”. Star formation is seen at the centres of cooling flows, but not at the
rate of 100−1000M/yr implied by the cooling flow model, and sub-millimeter observations
find significantly lower quantities of molecular gas than expected (Edge, 2001; Salome´
& Combes, 2003). Additionally, X-ray spectroscopy of cooling flows find no evidence
of emission lines that would indicate gas cooling below ∼ 1/3 of the virial temperature
(Peterson & Fabian, 2006). These observations form convincing evidence that cooling
flows are being suppressed. The effects of thermal conduction can offset cooling, but
not to the extent needed to match observations (Voigt & Fabian, 2004). Additionally,
suppression of cooling flows by thermal conduction is unstable, as it needs careful fine-
tuning of parameters to balance radiative losses. The leading mechanism for suppressing
cooling flows is feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGN), which will be discussed in the
next section.
1.6 AGN Feedback
Outbursts from active galactic nuclei have been found to have a significant effect on the hot
atmospheres of galaxy clusters, galaxy groups, and giant elliptical galaxies (see McNamara
& Nulsen 2007, 2012; Fabian 2012 for reviews). Radio jets from central super-massive
black holes (SMBHs) deposit large amounts of energy mechanically into their host galaxies
over tens to thousands of kpc by inflating bubbles (eg: Bˆırzan et al. 2004; Dunn, Fabian
& Taylor 2005; Allen et al. 2006; Dong, Rasmussen & Mulchaey 2010; Cavagnolo et al.
2010; O’Sullivan et al. 2011) and driving shocks into the ICM (eg: Nulsen et al. 2005;
Forman et al. 2007; Blanton et al. 2011; Randall et al. 2011). These bubbles, or cavities,
are detected as surface brightness depressions in high resolution X-ray images, and give a
direct measure of the energy output of the AGN outburst.
Time intervals of radio-AGN feedback are tied to the central cooling time of the ICM
(Rafferty, McNamara & Nulsen, 2008), implying that AGN outbursts operate in a feedback
cycle. Multiple generations of outbursts have been observed in over a dozen deeply exposed
systems, showing an on-off cycle which is typically shorter than the central cooling time
(Vantyghem et al., 2014). The mechanical energy output of AGN scales roughly linearly
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with the luminosity of the cooling region, and is sufficient on average to offset radiative
losses of the ICM (Rafferty et al., 2006; Nulsen et al., 2009; Hlavacek-Larrondo et al., 2012)
Previous studies in complete samples have found cavities in ∼ 60 − 70% of cool-core
systems (Dunn & Fabian, 2006; Bˆırzan et al., 2012). The true fraction is likely higher,
as bubbles can be missed in existing images due to shallow data or jet orientation along
our line of sight (Bˆırzan et al., 2012). Shock fronts are more difficult to detect in X-ray
images, but they are usually seen in systems with deeply exposed images. This suggests
that AGN feedback is prevalent in cooling flow systems. Cool cores have been observed
as early as z ∼ 1 (McDonald et al., 2013), which suggests that radio-mode feedback has
been operating in clusters for the majority of the lifetime of the universe. Radio AGN
have also been found to drive outflows of both the hot ICM (Simionescu et al., 2008;
Kirkpatrick, McNamara & Cavagnolo, 2011) and cold molecular gas out of central galaxies
(Russell et al., 2014; McNamara et al., 2014), enriching cluster atmospheres and removing
a substantial fraction of the gas which could form stars in BCGs.
The effects of mechanical feedback appear to be crucial in shaping the properties in
cluster cores, but the extent to which it can affect the global scale properties of host
systems is poorly understood. Mittal et al. (2009) found that the central radio luminosity
correlates with the bolometric X-ray luminosity in strong cool-core clusters, demonstrating
that centrally located AGN are correlated to global large scale properties of the ICM.
AGN feedback is now generally included in cosmological simulations of galaxy formation
to account for the observed cut-off at high luminosities in the galaxy luminosity function
(Croton et al., 2006; Bower et al., 2006). It is then possible that the effects of AGN heating
are suppressing star formation in BCGs, and shaping the relationship between stellar mass
fraction and halo mass above M ∼ 1012M. This trend is dominated by central galaxies
(Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Meshscheryakov, 2014), and radio-AGN preferentially occur in
BCGs (Best et al., 2007), making it a promising mechanism to reproduce the relationship.
Simulations have also found that it is possible to reproduce observed scaling relations with
AGN feedback (McCarthy et al., 2010; Short et al., 2010), but it may be difficult to break
self-similarity without breaking the cool-core structure in galaxy clusters (Gaspari et al.,
2014).
1.7 Objectives of this Thesis
In this thesis, we investigate the role of radio-mode feedback in shaping cluster properties.
We aim to determine how AGN feedback scales with cluster properties, and determine the
best indicator of AGN power. We also aim to answer if AGN activity is responsible for
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the breaking of self-similarity in galaxy clusters, or if it causing the decrease in integrated
star formation efficiency in large halos. As AGN activity is sometimes observed in systems
without strong cooling flows, we aim to investigate the difference in how AGN heating
operates in systems with and without strong ICM cooling.
To do this, we analyse the systems in the HIghest FLUx Galaxy Cluster Sample (HI-
FLUGCS) (Reiprich & Bo¨hringer, 2002), a complete flux-limited sample of clusters. From
archival Chandra data, we derive total mass and gas mass profiles in 45 systems with X-
ray cavities, and we measure stellar masses of our BCGs using K-band magnitudes from
the Two Micron All-Sky Survey1 (2MASS, Skrutskie et al. 2006). We measure the scaling
relations in systems experiencing feedback, and compare them to the scaling relations of
the global cluster population. We aim to answer if the integrated effects of AGN heating
are energetically sufficient to shape the observed scaling relations. We measure the rela-
tionships and scatter between mechanical AGN power and large-scale cluster properties.
Finally, we investigate how AGN power and star formation efficiency scale with mass when
separated into systems with long and short cooling timescales of the ICM.
In Appendix B, we describe some of the science that will be done with the upcoming
Astro-H satellite. We detail planned observing strategies, and spectral simulations of the
Virgo cluster that we contributed to the early science phase of the mission. In this thesis,
we assume a cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, Ho = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 . All errors are
quoted at the 1σ level, unless stated otherwise.
1http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/
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Chapter 2
Sample and Data Reduction
2.1 Sample
We aim to investigate the effects of radio-mode feedback in the HIghest FLUx Galaxy
Cluster Sample (HIFLUGCS), a complete flux limited X-ray sample of 64 systems at
galactic latitude |b| > 20o with X-ray flux fx > 2.0× 10−11 erg s−1 cm−2 in the 0.1-2.4keV
band (Reiprich & Bo¨hringer, 2002). All of the clusters in HIFLUGCS have been observed
with Chandra, and 26 of these systems have observed X-ray cavities (Bˆırzan et al. 2012).
Additionally, all 64 clusters in HIFLUGCS have detections or upper limits of 1.4 GHz
radio emission of central radio sources. We use the 23 X-ray cavity systems with central
cooling times tc < 1 Gyr to investigate the scaling relations of AGN mechanical power with
cluster properties, since the AGN power in these systems is correlated to the cluster-scale
properties of the ICM (Mittal et al. 2009, section 4.6). We refer to this subset as our
primary sample throughout. We use the 1.4 GHz emission to investigate AGN heating in
the full HIFLUGCS sample in section 4.6. Values used for the HIFLUGCS systems not in
our primary sample are taken from the literature, and are referenced throughout.
For some parts of this analysis, we include an additional 27 cavity systems where we
were able to determine hydrostatic masses to extend the dynamic range of our sample.
We refer to this as the extended sample throughout. This extended sample includes the
systems in Rafferty et al. (2006) which are not in HIFLUGCS, and the clusters from
the Massive Cluster Survey (MACS, Ebeling, Edge & Henry 2001) with clear cavities
from Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. (2012). We additionally include the giant elliptical galaxies
NGC5813 and NGC5846. Table 2.2 lists our sample and cleaned Chandra exposure times
of all observations used.
9
2.2 Data Reduction
All observations were reprocessed with ciao 4.6 using caldb 4.5.9. Events were corrected
for the time-dependent gain and charge transfer inefficiency and then filtered to remove
those with bad grades. The improved background screening it enables was applied to all
observations taken in vfaint mode. Background light curves were extracted from the level
2 event files, and were filtered for flares using the lc clean1 routine of M. Markevitch.
Blank-sky backgrounds were extracted for each observation, processed identically to the
events files, and reprojected to the sky position of the corresponding events files. The
blank-sky backgrounds were normalized to match the 9.5-12.0 keV flux in the data set. All
observations used, and final cleaned exposure times are detailed in Table 2.2.
1http://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/contrib/maxim/acisbg/
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Chapter 3
Analysis
3.1 X-ray Analysis
3.1.1 Mass Profiles: Spectral Extraction
Spectra were extracted from concentric circular annuli centred on the cluster centre. For
systems with central surface brightness cusps, the centre was taken to be the position
of the brightest pixel. For systems with no obvious central surface brightness peak, the
cluster centre was taken to be the centroid of the X-ray emission. The inner regions of each
cluster were excluded beyond the X-ray cavities. Point sources were detected using the
wavdetect (Freeman et al., 2002) wavelet algorithm in ciao, along with an image of the
point spread function (PSF) to account for the degradation of the off-axis PSF. These point
sources were confirmed by eye, and masked out of further analysis. Any known extended
sources, or cluster substructure associated with mergers was masked out of further analysis
as well. The masked regions typically accounted for only a few percent of the total area.
Annuli were created to have a minimum of ∼3000 counts, so that the temperature
could be measured accurately in deprojection. Fewer source counts were required for
low-temperature systems as emission lines make their temperature easier to determine.
For systems with a very high number of source counts, we are limited by computational
considerations rather than source counts. For these systems, the number of counts per
annulus is chosen such that there are no more than ∼10-12 annuli per system. Spectra
were extracted from these annuli in ciao, and were grouped to have at least 30 counts per
channel. Weighted redistribution matrix files (RMFs) were extracted using the mkacisrmf,
and weighted auxiliary response files (ARFs) were created using mkwarf. Spectra for
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observations on the same chip were summed together for observations of similar time
period, and were kept separate otherwise. The ARFs and RMFs for the summed spectra
were weighted according to the relative number of counts in each spectrum.
For each region, area is lost to masked point sources, chip gaps, etc. To calculate the
fraction of area lost, normalized exposure maps were created for each observation, ignoring
the effects of quantum efficiency and effective area. The exposure map was summed in
each region, then divided by the area in pixels of the annulus used. This number will be
the fraction of the area covered by each region compared to the ideal case. This number
is added as the areascal keyword to the spectra and background spectra. This is done
to keep the relative normalization of the spectra accurate, since it plays a critical role in
deprojection.
To check for residual soft background emission, spectra were extracted from regions
without any cluster emission. These spectra were then compared with the blank-sky back-
grounds for consistency. In the case that the soft background was inconsistent with the
blank-sky background, the residual emission was modelled by one or two soft thermal
models with Z/Z=1, z=0 as described in Vikhlinin et al. (2005). The normalization was
allowed to be negative to account for an over-subtraction of the soft backgrounds. In sys-
tems where the cluster emission is non-negligible over the entire detector, the additional
soft background component is fit simultaneously with the cluster emission in the outer-
most annulus. The model for the soft background emission was scaled by the area of each
annulus and added as a corrfile to each spectrum. An example of a spectrum with and
without the soft background correction is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Mass Profiles: Hydrostatic Method
To calculate hydrostatic masses of these objects, spectra were analysed in XSPEC using
the clmass mixing model (Described in detail in Nulsen, Powell & Vikhlinin 2010). This
method assumes that the cluster is spherically symmetric, and that the X-ray emitting
cluster gas is in hydrostatic equilibrium. The effects of non-thermal pressure at R2500 are
estimated to bias mass measurements low on the order of 10%− 20% (Nagai, Kravtsov &
Vikhlinin, 2007; Nelson, Lau & Nagai, 2014), but have also been found to be consistent
with zero (Vikhlinin et al., 2009; Mahdavi et al., 2013). We use the additional assumption
that the underlying gravitational potential follows the NFW profile (Navarro, Frenk &
White, 1997)
ρ(r) =
ρ0
r/rs(1 + r/rs)2
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Left: Example spectrum and best fitting model from an outer region without
the soft background correction applied, with best fit temperature of 6.2 keV. Right: The
same spectrum after soft background correction, with best fit temperature of 7.9 keV. The
top panel shows the data and model, and the bottom panel shows the residuals.
where ρ0 is a characteristic density, and rs is the scale radius. The NFW profile has
been found to be an accurate description of cluster mass profiles, including systems with
significant feedback (Pointecouteau, Arnaud & Pratt, 2005; Vikhlinin et al., 2006; Schmidt
& Allen, 2007; Gitti et al., 2007). The full radial information of the temperature, gas
density, and gravitating density are then given by rs, A = 4piGρ0r
2
s , and a temperature
for each annulus. This has the advantage that the confidence ranges of rs and A can be
determined directly from the spectra.
In conjunction with the clmass model, each region was fit in the energy range 0.6-
7.0 keV by a phabs(apec) model in xspec version 12.8.0 (Arnaud, 1996), using apec
version 2.0.2 (Foster et al., 2012). The spectra were fit using χ2 minimization. The values
of Anders & Grevesse (1989) were used for the solar abundances. The hydrogen column
density (NH) values were fixed to the galactic values of Kalberla et al. (2005), except in
systems where the best fit value was found to be significantly different. The NH values
used are listed in Table 2.2. Abundances were generally left free in the spectral fits, but
were tied between adjacent annuli if there were insufficient counts to be well determined.
This was only needed in the outer regions of clusters, where there are not strong metallicity
gradients (De Grandi & Molendi, 2001).
Galaxy cluster masses are typically measured out to a radius R∆, defined as the radius
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in which the enclosed mass is ∆ times the critical density at the cluster redshift. Then,
M∆ =
4piR3∆
3
∆ρc, (3.2)
where ρc = 3H
2/8piG, H = HoE(z), and E(z) = (ΩM(1 + z)
3 + ΩΛ)
1/2 in a flat Λ-CDM
cosmology. We determine masses out to R2500, as the Chandra data extend beyond it for
the majority of our sample, and M2500 is then used as a proxy for cluster mass. The values
of M2500 and R2500 are determined from the best fit NFW profile by numerically solving
equation 3.2. In some nearby systems, extrapolation of the NFW profile was needed to
reach R2500. In these systems, the errors on M2500 are likely underestimated. All calculated
values of M2500 are given in Table 3.4, and the systems where extrapolation to R2500 was
needed are noted. The reduced χ2 values of our spectral fits of our sample range from 0.89
to 1.32 with a mean value of 1.09. The Perseus cluster is an outlier with a reduced χ2
value of 3.11. Perseus has exceptionally high quality data due both to being the brightest
X-ray cluster in the sky and having deep exposures, and needs a multi-temperature model
with multiple element abundances left free to adequately fit its spectra adequately (eg:
(Sanders et al., 2004)). Our derived mass profiles are shown together with the gas mass
profiles in Appendix A.
To test our method, we compare our mass measurements with other Chandra based
hydrostatic measurements from the literature. We determine M2500 for the sample of
clusters analysed in Vikhlinin et al. (2006), except for Abell 2390 which was unconstrained.
We also compare our M2500 values to those of Allen et al. (2008) and Sun et al. (2009) in
the systems that overlap with our sample. We convert the literature mass measurements
to our cosmology, and show a comparison of our measurements in Figure 3.2. We find that
our method results in consistent mass measurements within R2500, and no apparent mass
dependent bias on our measurements is observed.
3.1.3 Gas Mass
The gas density profiles were derived from the same set of spectra as our total masses, but
with the central bin included. The spectra were fit in the 0.6-7.0 keV range with using a
projct(phabs*apec) model in xspec, to obtain deprojected gas density profiles. The
density profiles were then integrated in a piecewise manner from the centre of the cluster
to obtain the radial gas mass distribution. From the gas mass profile, we derived Mg and fg
within R2500 (shown in Table 3.4). In systems where the data do not reach R2500, Mg was
extrapolated to R2500. The outer bin in deprojections often has artificially high emissivity,
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Figure 3.2: Left: M2500 from this work vs. M2500 values from the literature. Right: Ratio
of M2500 values from this work by M2500 values from the literature vs. M2500 from the
literature. The dotted lines show the line of equality.
since it relies on the assumption that there is no cluster emission beyond it (see the gas
mass profiles in Appendix A). Due to this effect, we extrapolate our gas mass profiles from
the second to last bin to determine Mg at R2500.
3.1.4 Luminosity and Temperature
We calculated the X-ray luminosity and temperature of our sample both including and
excluding the cluster cores. Spectra were extracted from apertures out to R2500 in each
system, with the inner 0.3 R2500 excluded for the core-excised spectra. These spectra were
fit with a phabs(apec) model in XSPEC, along with an additional apec model for the
excess soft background when needed. The cflux model in XSPEC was used to calculate
the unabsorbed flux in the energy range of 0.05 keV - 50 keV.
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3.2 Cavity Energetics
The mechanical energy output from the central AGN can be directly measured from cavities
observed in X-ray data (McNamara et al., 2000; Churazov et al., 2001; Bˆırzan et al., 2004).
Using the assumption that the cavities are in pressure balance with the surrounding ICM,
the total mechanical energy output from the AGN is given by the enthalpy of the cavity
Ecav =
γ
γ − 1pV, (3.3)
where p is the pressure inside the cavity, V is the volume of the cavity, and γ is the
adiabatic index of the medium filling the cavity. The usual assumption is that the cavities
are filled with relativistic plasma, as they are created by radio synchrotron emitting jets.
In this case, γ = 4/3, and the energy output is Ecav = 4pV . The mean power output is
then obtained by dividing the energy output by an estimate of the outburst age. In this
study, the buoyancy timescale of the cavities is used in all power calculations (McNamara
et al., 2000; Churazov et al., 2001), which is calculated as
tbuoy ≈ R/vt ≈ R
√
SC/(2gV ). (3.4)
The velocity is obtained by equating the buoyancy force to the force of ram pressure on
a bubble, where R is the distance from the AGN to the bubble centre, V is the volume
of the bubble, S is the cross sectional area of the bubble, and C is the drag coefficient
taken as C = 0.75. The gravitational acceleration is calculated under the assumption of
an isothermal sphere as g ≈ 2σ2/R, where σ is the stellar velocity dispersion of the BCG.
Cavity energies and power measurements for the systems in our sample were taken from
the literature, and are listed along with the references used in Table 3.4.
The errors on the cavity powers come primarily from the uncertainties in the geometry
and orientation of the cavities. Other effects can significantly alter the measurement of
cavity power, including the poorly defined extent of cavities in underexposed images, the
choice of location of the rims surrounding the cavities (McNamara & Nulsen 2012; Russell
et al. 2013), and the effects of cluster “weather” (Mendygral, Jones & Dolag, 2012). As
such, the errors on the cavity powers tend to be underestimated, which contributes to the
large scatter in relations involving cavity power. As the errors are not well understood,
we quote the total, not intrinsic scatter of our scaling relations involving cavity power.
Additionally, AGN powers derived from X-ray cavities tend to underestimate the total
power from the AGN (McNamara & Nulsen, 2007), and our results should be interpreted
with this in mind.
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3.3 Radio Luminosity
X-ray cavities are created by the interaction between a central radio source and the ICM.
As such, we use the luminosity of central radio sources in our sample as an independent
diagnostic of AGN activity. We obtain monochromatic 1.4 GHz radio luminosities of central
radio sources for all of of the systems in HIFLUGCS, taken from either Mittal et al. (2009)
or Bˆırzan et al. (2012). In these studies, a radio source was deemed central if it is within
50h−171 kpc of the X-ray peak. In systems without detected central radio sources, upper
limits were derived by the noise in the NVSS images by Bˆırzan et al. (2012).
3.4 Stellar and Black Hole Mass
We use K-band luminosities to trace the stellar mass in the BCGs of our sample, derived
from the 2MASS Extended Source Catalog. We use the total apparent K-band magnitudes
to calculate the stellar mass of our BCGs, derived from extrapolating the surface brightness
profiles to the full radial extent of the galaxy. These magnitudes were corrected for galactic
extinction using the values of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998). The evolutionary
and K-corrections of Poggianti (1997) were applied as well. These were converted to
absolute magnitudes using our adopted cosmology, and the redshift values given in Table
2.2. Corrected B−V colours were taken from HyperLeda1 (Paturel et al., 2003), and K-
band luminosities were converted to stellar masses using the relation of log(M/LK) =
−0.692 + 0.652(B − V ) from Bell & de Jong (2001). For systems without B−V values in
HyperLeda, we use the average B−V value of 0.86± 0.06 for our sample.
We use the K-band luminosities to estimate the black hole masses for our sample, using
the relation between black hole mass and K-band luminosity of
log
(
MBH
M
)
= −0.37(±0.04)(MK + 24) + 8.29(±0.08) (3.5)
from Graham (2007). This relation has a scatter of 0.33 dex, and we include this in the
errors of our black hole masses.
Lauer et al. (2007) show that the K-band magnitudes for BCGs from 2MASS are
likely underestimated, as they do not capture the full extent of the BCG envelope. Our
calculated stellar masses and black hole masses are then likely to be underestimated. As
1http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/
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such, we additionally use the stellar mass within 20 kpc of our BCGs determined from
the 2MASS circular apertures. These values should be less susceptible to biases from the
shallow 2MASS images. We treat our black hole masses as estimates, and we discuss the
potential biases in section 4.5.2.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1 Relationships between halo, gas, and stellar mass
Using our mass measurements, we investigate the relationships between the total mass,
gas mass, and stellar mass in our systems. We fit the relationship between the gas mass
within R2500 and M2500 in our HIFLUGCS systems using the bivariate correlated error and
intrinsic scatter (BCES) method of Akritas & Bershady (1996), finding a relationship of
Mg,2500/10
13M = 10−1.27±0.05(M2500/1013M)1.20±0.04. This relation is well fit by a power
law, with vertical scatter of ≈ 17%. Although we are measuring masses at a smaller radius,
the slope of our relation is consistent with the relation at M500 of Gonzalez et al. (2013),
who find a slope of 1.26 ± 0.03. Our Mg-M relation implies an increase of gas fractions
with halo mass within R2500, and at the highest mass of our sample it corresponds to a gas
fraction of 0.12. Note that this does not include the contribution of stellar mass. Allen
et al. (2008) find a universal gas fraction of fg = 0.1104± 0.0016 in relaxed clusters above
5keV. If we include the systems in our extended sample, both fg ∝M0.22500 and fg = 0.1104
are good descriptions of our systems with T > 5 keV, with χ2 values of 16.8 and 11.2
respectively for 25 data points. Our plot of Mg,2500 vs. M2500 in shown in Figure 4.1.
We investigate the fraction of stellar mass in the BCG to total baryonic mass in our
systems. This is the fraction of the baryonic mass of a halo which was able to form stars
in the BCG, and is a measure of the integrated star formation efficiency of the galaxy.
We plot this fraction against gas mass at R2500 and against stellar mass of our BCGs in
Figure 4.2. The integrated star formation efficiency of the BCG strongly decreases with the
total gas mass of the systems, or equivalently with halo mass. Virial shocks in groups and
clusters heat accreting gas, which limits the cooling gas that can reach the BCG in halos
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Figure 4.1: Gas mass within R2500 vs. M2500. The solid line shows the best fit powerlaw
to the primary sample, given by Mg,2500/10
13M = 10−1.27(M2500/1013M)1.2. The dotted
line shows the Planck value of Ωb/Ωm = 0.155
above ∼ 1012M (Dekel & Birnboim, 2006). However, the systems we analyse here contain
massive cooling flows, and would significantly alter the relation in Figure 4.2 if they are
unimpeded (discussed further in section 4.6). Additionally, thermal conduction can reduce,
but not completely offset the cooling in massive cooling flows (Voigt & Fabian, 2004). The
strong decrease in the integrated star formation efficiency of the BCGs suggests that there
is an additional mechanism offsetting cooling flows in BCGs over long timescales.
4.2 Cluster Scaling Relations
Before investigating the scaling relations of cluster properties with AGN power, we first
want to see how cluster-scale properties scale with each other in our sample. In this
section, we calculate the M-T, L-T, and L-M relations for our sample. As we are using a
flux limited sample, our luminosities are affected by the Malmquist bias, which causes the
most luminous objects to be over-represented in a flux-limited sample. For a low-redshift
sample with a log-normal distribution of intrinsic luminosities and no z cutoff, the bias on
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Figure 4.2: Top: M∗,BCG/(Mg,2500 +M∗,BCG) vs. Mg,2500 (left), M∗,BCG/(Mg,2500 +M∗,BCG)
vs. M∗,BCG (right). Bottom: Same as above, but with stellar mass calculated at 20kpc.
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Table 4.1: Cluster Scaling Relations
Fit Results to log(y) = a+ b log(x)
y x a b σa
Lbol
1042 erg s−1
M2500
1013M
0.40(±0.11) 1.55(±0.09) 0.15
Lbol
1042 erg s−1
Tx
keV
0.43(±0.07) 2.76(±0.09) 0.15
M2500
1013M
Tx
keV
0.02(±0.07) 1.78(±0.11) 0.11
Mg,2500
1013M
M2500
1013M
−1.27(±0.05) 1.20(±0.04) 0.07
Note: aσ is the standard deviation of the log-normal residuals for each relation.
L in the L-M relation can be expressed as ∆ lnL = 3
2
σ2, where σ is the log-normal scatter
in L for a given mass (described in Vikhlinin et al. 2009). The bias in the L-T relation
would be equivalent, but where σ is the log-normal scatter in L for a given temperature.
Correcting for the Malmquist bias in our sample then simply modifies the normalization
of our relations involving luminosity.
We fit the L-M, L-T, and M-T relations with the bivariate correlated error and intrinsic
scatter (BCES) method of Akritas & Bershady (1996). We do not include evolution in the
scaling relation fits in this section in order to directly compare with the results of section
4.3, which makes no assumptions about the redshift evolution of cavity scaling relations.
Our sample is at low redshift, so the evolutionary corrections are likely to be small. Our
best fit relations are given by L ∝ T 2.76±0.09, L ∝ M1.55±0.09, M ∝ T 1.78±0.10, and are
shown in Figure 4.3. These relations are consistent with results of previous studies that
span group to cluster masses (see Giodini et al. 2013 for a review). Note that when only
high mass halos are included, measured M-T relations are usually found to be closer to
the M ∝ T 3/2 expected from self-similar evolution (Arnaud, Pointecouteau & Pratt, 2005;
Vikhlinin et al., 2006). Beyond the cooling core, the properties of these systems currently
experiencing feedback are consistent with the cluster population as a whole, including non
cool-core clusters.
This result seems to imply either that mechanical feedback is not strongly affecting the
overall temperature and luminosity of clusters beyond the cooling radius, or that all clusters
have experienced a significant level of heating from AGN. We investigate if a history of
AGN heating is energetically capable of shaping the observed scaling relations in section
4.6.3.
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Figure 4.3: Cluster scaling relations between temperature, bolometric X-ray luminosity,
and M2500. Luminosity and temperature are measure in the aperture (0.3-1.0)R2500. The
solid line shows the best fit powerlaw to the primary sample. Left: Luminosity vs temper-
ature. Center: luminosity vs. M2500. Right: M2500 vs. temperature.
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4.3 Scaling Relations with Ecav, Pcav
The scaling relations of AGN jet power with cluster properties, and cluster mass in
particular, are often an input into cosmological simulations. Sijacki & Springel (2006)
adopted a simple model for the relationship Ecav with M. They make the assumptions that
Ecav ∝ MBH, where MBH is the black hole mass, and that the mass of the central galaxy
is proportional to M200. The assumption Ecav ∝ MBH is equivalent to assuming that the
accretion rate is a fixed fraction of the Eddington rate, since M˙Edd ∝ MBH. Using the
MBH-σ relation of MBH ∝ σ4 (Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt et al., 2000) leads to
Ecav ∝ M4/3200 under their assumptions. Alternatively, an MBH-σ relation of MBH ∝ σ5
(McConnell & Ma, 2013) would lead to Ecav ∝M5/3200 .
Mechanical AGN power has been found to have a linear relationship with the bolometric
cooling luminosity of the cooling flow region (Rafferty et al., 2006; Dunn & Fabian, 2006;
Hlavacek-Larrondo et al., 2012). Then if Lcool ∝ Lbol, this would imply that Pcav ∝ Lbol.
If this linear relationship holds, then the mechanical AGN power should follow the scaling
relations of X-ray luminosity with other system properties. This would lead to an expected
Pcav ∝ M4/3 for self-similar evolution, or Pcav ∝ M1.55 for the L −M relation derived in
the previous section.
We fit a powerlaw to the relationships between Ecav and Pcav with different cluster-
scale properties in our primary sample. A2204 is excluded from our fits due to the large
systematic uncertainty in the energetics of the outer cavity system (Sanders, Fabian &
Taylor, 2009). The relations with cluster mass and stellar mass of the BCG are shown
in Figure 4.4. The rest of our fitting results are shown in Table 4.2, along with the
standard deviation of the logarithmic residuals. The error on the scatter is calculated
through bootstrap resampling with 10000 iterations. The X-ray derived quantities of M2500,
Mg,2500, T, Lbol all have consistent scatter with Pcav. The relation between Pcav and Mg is
qualitatively very similar to the relation between Pcav and M2500, due to the tight correlation
between M2500 and Mg. Additionally, the scatter between Pcav and the BCG stellar mass
is 0.68±0.09 dex, larger than the relations involving halo mass or gas mass, but consistent
within the combined 1-σ errors.
We find an Ecav-M2500 relation of log(Ecav/10
58erg) = 2.04(±0.30)log(M2500/1013M)−
1.13(±0.25), steeper than either of the analytic scalings adopted in Sijacki & Springel
(2006). However, the slope of our relation is only mildly inconsistent with the Ecav ∝M5/3
derived from an M-σ relation of M ∝ σ5. The analytic Ecav-M relations of Sijacki &
Springel (2006) implicitly use the assumption that the accretion onto the black hole is some
fixed fraction of the Eddington accretion rate. If the accretion rate changes with cluster
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Table 4.2: Scalings of cluster properties with Pcav
Fit Results to log
(
Pcav
1042 erg s−1
)
= a+ b log(x)
x a b σa
M2500
1013M
0.32(±0.24) 1.55(±0.26) 0.56(±0.08)
Mg
1013M
1.97(±0.14) 1.18(±0.22) 0.54(±0.08)
Lbol,total
1042 erg s−1
0.0(±0.6) 0.83(±0.23) 0.56(±0.08)
Lbol,excised
1042 erg s−1
0.1(±0.5) 0.93(±0.23) 0.61(±0.09)
Lbol,core
1042 erg s−1
0.2(±0.5) 0.80(±0.22) 0.55(±0.08)
Tx
keV
0.52(±0.27) 2.51(±0.41) 0.61(±0.08)
Yx
1013keVM
b 1.49(±0.15) 0.84(±0.18) 0.57(±0.08)
M∗,BCG
1011M
0.22(±0.36) 2.50(±0.56) 0.68(±0.08)
M∗,20kpc
1011M
0.06(±0.51) 3.35(±0.92) 0.73(±0.09)
Notes: aσ is the standard deviation of the log-normal residuals for each relation. bYx is
calculated as Mg × Tx.
properties, this could change our cavity scaling relations. We investigate the accretion rate
of the systems in our sample in section 4.5.2.
The Pcav-L relation is consistent with a linear scaling of cavity power and luminosity,
and the Pcav-M and Pcav-T are consistent with the L-M and L-T relations from the previous
section, but with higher scatter. The relation of Pcav ∝ M1.55±0.262500 is also consistent with
the self-similar relation of Pcav ∝ M4/32500, while Pcav ∝ T 2.5±0.4 is mildly inconsistent with
the self-similar expectation of Pcav ∝ T 2. However, there is reason to believe that a linear
scaling between cavity power and luminosity may not hold at lower masses than we are
probing here. The roughly linear relationship between the X-ray cooling luminosity and
cavity power in clusters flattens out in elliptical galaxies (Nulsen et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.4: Top: Cavity power vs. M2500 (Left) and vs. M∗,BCG (Right). Bottom: Cav-
ity energy vs. M2500 (Left) and vs. M∗,BCG (Right). The solid line denotes the best
BCES bisector fit between the variables, and the dotted lines represent the 1-σ errors from
bootstrap resampling. Cavity energy calculated as Ecav = 4pV.
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4.4 Investigating Possible biases
4.4.1 Induced Correlations
In this section, we investigate how biases in cavity detections could affect the relations
involving cavity power. One possibility is a preferred angular size for cavities to be detected,
set by the limitations of Chandra’s linear resolution and exposure times. This would cause
a spurious correlation with redshift, and cavity power would scale as D2A, since V ∝ D3A,
and tbuoy ∝ DA. In a flux-limited sample, this could cause a spurious correlation between
the cavity power and total luminosity. To investigate this effect, we look at the angular
sizes of all of the detected cavities in our sample.
The angular area of the cavities in our systems are plotted against angular diameter
distance in Figure 4.5. The angular areas of detected cavities span 3 decades, and on
average decrease with redshift. This provides evidence against a significant bias towards
detecting cavities of a particular angular size. This implies that cavity sizes are not strongly
biased by redshift, and correlations of cavity power with redshift dependent quantities are
likely physical correlations.
Several other factors suggest that our observed relation between halo mass and Pcav is
real. It is unlikely that much more powerful outbursts are missed in the nearby low-mass
systems in our sample, as they would be easily detected. In the full HIFLUGCS sample,
we also find a strong correlation in the short cooling time systems between Pmech and halo
mass by using 1.4 GHz luminosity as a measure of cavity power, shown in Figure 4.10.
All of the systems with short central cooling times (tc < 1 Gyr) in HIFLUGCS are radio
audible, so we are not missing any objects to the bottom-right or top-left of the relation.
We conclude that our relation between Pcav and M2500 is likely real, but a larger complete
sample would be beneficial to measure it to greater accuracy.
4.4.2 Reduced Scatter
The observed scatter in our measured relations could be reduced by degeneracy in our
parameters. Here, we investigate potential biases between the scatter between Pcav, halo
mass, and the stellar mass of the BCG. Cavity powers and hydrostatic masses share a
common dependence on the X-ray determined pressure of the ICM. Also, the buoyancy
timescale used in determining cavity power has a dependence on the stellar velocity disper-
sion of the BCG. One way to make Pcav and M2500 fully independent would be to use lensing
masses, which unfortunately have only been measured in a few of our systems. However,
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Figure 4.5: Angular area of all detected cavities in our sample vs. angular diameter
distance. If there is a bias towards detecting a specific angular size of cavities, the relation
should appear flat with small scatter.
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Figure 4.6: Left : 1.4 GHz luminosity vs. M2500. Right : 1.4 GHz luminosity vs. M∗,BCG.
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the intrinsic scatter between hydrostatic and weak lensing measurements of M2500 in cool-
core clusters has been found to be less than 10%, or . 0.04 dex (Mahdavi et al., 2013). A
degeneracy between Pcav and M2500 may exist, but it should be a small effect.
Another way to break the degeneracy is to use an independent measure of the mechan-
ical power from the AGN. As such, we plot M2500 and M∗,BCG against the monochromatic
1.4 GHz luminosity of the central radio source, shown in figure 4.6. We find that both M2500
and M∗,BCG are strongly correlated with L1.4GHz, with log-normal scatter of 0.88±0.14 dex
and 1.12±0.16 dex respectively. The BCG stellar mass shows a suggestion of larger scatter
with Pcav than M2500, but is within the combined 1-σ errors.
4.5 Extended Sample
4.5.1 Cavity power scaling relations
We investigate the Pcav−M2500 and Pcav−Lbol relation including all of the systems in our
extended sample. Most of the clusters seem to follow the Pcav −M2500 relation derived in
section 4.3, although the more massive clusters seem to lie preferentially above. We find
a best fit relation of Pcav ∝M2.00±0.172500 in our full sample, marginally inconsistent with the
Pcav ∝M1.55±0.262500 for our primary sample. This effect could either be explained by evolution
of the M − Pcav relation, or by selection biases in our extended sample. Specifically, we
are biased towards detecting the largest cavities, and we could be missing objects lying in
the bottom right of the graph. This bias is especially relevant at higher z, where smaller
outbursts would be much more difficult to observe. Our best fit Pcav − Lbol relation of
our full sample is Pcav ∝ L1.14±0.11cav , steeper but consistent with the relation of our primary
sample, and marginally inconsistent with a linear scaling. The Pcav−M2500 and Pcav−Lbol
relations for our full sample are shown in Figure 4.7.
4.5.2 Accretion Rate
As matter accretes onto the central SMBH, the binding energy released by the accreting
mass will drive an outburst with some efficiency . Assuming that the X-ray cavities
dominate the total energy output of the AGN, the accretion rate can be estimated as:
M˙BH =
Pcav
c2
. (4.1)
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Figure 4.7: Left: Cavity power vs. M2500 in the extended sample. Right: Cavity power
vs. Lbol in the aperture (0.3-1.0)R2500 in the extended sample. The solid line is the best
fit relation to the full sample, and the dotted line is the best fit to the primary sample.
The maximum accretion rate in which gravity is balanced by radiation pressure from
accretion is given by the Eddington accretion rate, which for a fully ionized plasma can be
calculated as (Rybicki & Lightman, 2008)
M˙Edd
M
=
2.2

(
MBH
109M
)
. (4.2)
The analytic scalings of cavity energy with halo mass in Sijacki & Springel (2006) discussed
in section 4.3 rely on the assumption that the accretion rate is a low, fixed fraction of the
Eddington rate. In this section, we investigate whether accretion efficiency a constant
function of mass in our sample.
In Figure 4.8 we plot M˙/M˙Edd against halo mass. The accretion rate in our systems
ranges from 10−5M˙Edd − 0.04M˙Edd, all well below the Eddington rate, and in the range
expected for radiatively inefficient accretion. We observe a weak positive trend between
accretion rate and halo mass. This trend could be real, or it could be caused by a systematic
underestimate of our black hole masses. This could be caused by poor surface brightness
modelling of massive BCGs, similar to what has been observed in SDSS (Bernardi et al.,
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Figure 4.8: Accretion rate vs. halo mass. Blue points are from the primary sample, while
red points are the systems in the extended sample with MK values. Black hole masses are
estimated from Graham (2007) using K-band luminosities derived from 2MASS, and M˙BH
is estimated as M˙BH =
Pcav
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.
2013). Also, the graph plotted is explicitly a relation between Pcav/LK and M2500, and the
assumptions used to derive M˙ and M˙Edd rely on scaling relations between MBH and MK .
Empirical relations to derive black hole mass are not well constrained above MBH ∼ 109M,
and there is even some suggestion of an upturn to larger black hole masses (Lauer et al.,
2007). If the accretion rate is constant function of mass in our sample at M˙/M˙Edd = 10
−4,
it would imply black hole masses of MBH & 1010M in our high-mass systems.
4.6 AGN heating in full HIFLUGCS sample
4.6.1 Central cooling time
Our results above reveal strong correlations between AGN power and cluster properties.
However, cavity systems are almost exclusively found in strong cool-core systems. This
means that a sample comprised entirely of cavity systems is not representative of the
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cluster population as a whole. Results from previous studies suggest that AGN power
may scale differently with cluster properties in non-cool core systems. Mittal et al. (2009)
found a correlation between the radio luminosity and the bolometric X-ray luminosity
in strong cool-core systems, but no evidence for a correlation in weak or non cool-cores.
Additionally, Ma, McNamara & Nulsen (2013) found only a weak trend between X-ray
luminosity and radio luminosity. Their method involves correlating ROSAT luminosities
to NVSS radio luminosities, and includes both cool and non-cool core clusters. In this
section we investigate the effects of AGN heating including all of the HIFLUGCS systems.
Hudson et al. (2010) showed the central cooling time to be the best means of distin-
guishing a cool-core in systems with high quality X-ray data. We then separate our sample
into two populations, systems with central cooling time < 1 Gyr, and systems with central
cooling times have > 1 Gyr. Cooling time profiles at the centres of clusters continue to
decrease with radius (Panagoulia, Fabian & Sanders, 2014), so it is important to define
the central cooling time in a way that is not biased by resolution effects. We use the tc
values of Hudson et al. (2010), where the central cooling times are all determined at a
consistent radius of 0.004R500. This radius is reached by the data in all of the systems in
their sample, so their tc values are unlikely to be biased by resolution effects.
4.6.2 M-Pmech relation
In all HIFLUGCS systems, we estimate the mechanical power from the 1.4 GHz radio
luminosity using the relation from Cavagnolo et al. (2010):
logPmech = 0.75(±0.14)logP1.4 + 1.91(±0.18), (4.3)
where Pmech is in units of 10
42 erg s−1 and P1.4 is in units of 1040 erg s−1 . This relation has
been measured over the full range of radio luminosities in our sample, and has a scatter
of 0.78 dex. As many of our systems do not have observed cavities, we will refer to the
power estimated from this relation as the mechanical power, or Pmech throughout this
section. We take radio luminosities from Bˆırzan et al. (2012), which are either detections
or upper limits derived from noise in the NVSS images. As a time consideration, we derive
M2500 for the remaining HIFLUGCS systems from the parameters in Reiprich & Bo¨hringer
(2002). ROSAT, ASCA, and Einstein are used for these mass measurements, and likely
have different systematics than our Chandra based mass measurements. To correct for this,
we compare how our mass measurements differ in the 24 systems where we have already
determined M2500 using Chandra data. We find that the average ratio of our measurements
to be M2500/M2500,Reiprich = 1.18, with a 1− σ scatter of 0.33, and we plot our comparison
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the ratio of our M2500 measurements to the M2500 measurements
of Reiprich & Bo¨hringer (2002), used as a correction factor to estimate M2500 for the
remaining systems in our sample.
between the mass measurements in Figure 4.9. We apply this ratio to the M2500 values
derived from Reiprich & Bo¨hringer (2002) to estimate M2500 for the rest of the HIFLUGCS
systems.
We plot the mechanical power estimated from equation 4.3 against M2500 for the full
HIFLUGCS sample in Figure 4.10. Mechanical power is found to be a function of both
halo mass and the central cooling time. There is a clear offset between the distributions of
Pmech for the systems having short and long central cooling times. The bulk of the systems
with tc > 1 Gyr experience outbursts that are 2 orders of magnitude less powerful than
typical for systems with shorter cooling times. Nevertheless, a small fraction of the systems
with long central cooling time exhibit powerful AGN outbursts. In Figure 4.10, we overlay
our Pcav-M2500 relation from section 4.3 and plot its 2σ scatter as a threshold to determine
which systems have high mechanical power for a given halo mass. We find 11/36(∼ 30%)
of the tc > 1 Gyr systems are above this threshold, while all 28 of the tc < 1 Gyr systems
harbour powerful radio outbursts.
The AGN in short cooling time systems could be fueled by their cooling atmospheres,
while the mechanism fueling the long cooling time systems is unknown. Unresolved coronae
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(Sun et al., 2009) or cold gas accreted from interloping galaxies (Hardcastle, Evans &
Croston, 2007) may be important. This result shows heating from AGN is significant in
all clusters, but systems with long central cooling times are not necessarily heated by a
feedback cycle.
4.6.3 Energy per particle injected by AGN
Wu, Fabian & Nulsen (2000) estimate that an additional energy injection of ∼ 1 −
3 keV particle−1 into the ICM is needed to reproduce the observed scaling relations in
clusters, where the range in values corresponds to different heating prescriptions. The
injection of energy into the IGM before virialization (pre-heating Evrard & Henry 1991;
Kaiser 1991) would reduce the energy requirements further. The energy per particle in-
jected by an AGN outburst can be calculated as
E/par =
Ecavµmp
Mg
. (4.4)
We calculate the energy per particle within R2500 injected from AGN outbursts for the
systems in our extended sample. We use the energy injected within R2500 since it is
accurately measured in our sample, but note that if the energy is spread throughout the
full cluster volume these values are high by factors of 2− 3. We plot this against cluster
mass in Figure 4.12. We find a weak positive trend between energy per particle and halo
mass, with considerable scatter. The energy output in the majority of our systems is well
short of the ∼ 1− 3 keV particle−1 needed to reproduce the observed scaling relations. In
MS0735.6+7421, the system harbouring the most energetic outburst in our sample, the
energy output within R2500 is ∼ 0.8 keV particle−1 or ∼ 0.3 keV particle−1 within R500. In
the most extreme cases, single massive outbursts can contribute a significant amount of
energy into the ICM, comparable to the excess energy needed to break self-similarity.
Ma, McNamara & Nulsen (2013) find that the energy from radio AGN integrated to
z=2 can exceed 1 keV particle−1 within R500, and find that the integrated energy per
particle heating decreases with increasing cluster luminosity (see also Giodini et al. 2010;
Best et al. 2007). Using our relationships of Pcav ∝ M1.552500, Mg,2500 ∝ M1.22500, we find that
the rate of energy input within R2500 is E particle
−1s−1 ∝M0.352500. However, our result was
derived only using systems currently exhibiting cavities, and does not take energy lost to
radiative cooling into account. Figure 4.10 shows a much weaker trend between halo mass
and AGN power when all clusters are included. The weakening of the relationship between
mass and AGN power would then increase the relative contribution of energy per particle
in low mass systems, since E/par ∝ Pmech/Mg.
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Figure 4.10: 1.4 GHz luminosity vs. M2500 in the full HIFLUGCS sample, with mechanical
powers estimated using equation 4.3. Systems are shown as either open or closed symbols
based on the central cooling times from Hudson et al. (2010). The dotted line is our best
fit Pmech-M2500 relation from section 4.3, and the solid line is the 2-σ lower limit on the
relation. The average size of the error bars is shown at the bottom left. The average error
on the 1.4 GHz is smaller than the symbol size, and there is a scatter of 0.78 dex in the
relationship between L1.4GHz and Pmech.
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Figure 4.11: 1.4 GHz luminosity vs. M∗,BCG in the full HIFLUGCS sample, with mechanical
powers estimated using equation 4.3. Systems are shown as either open or closed symbols
based on the central cooling times from Hudson et al. (2010). The average size of the
error bars is shown at the bottom left. The average error on the 1.4 GHz is smaller than
the symbol size, and there is a scatter of 0.78 dex in the relationship between L1.4GHz and
Pmech.
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Figure 4.12: Mechanical energy per particle within R2500 injected from recent AGN out-
bursts vs. M2500. This does not take into account the energy lost to radiative cooling.
We now consider the effects of cooling, which could cause a significant amount of the
injected energy to be radiated away in short central cooling time systems. We plot the
mechanical energy against the cooling luminosity for all of our systems in figure 4.13.
The power from feedback closely matches the cooling luminosity (see also Rafferty et al.
2006, Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2012), so the majority of the energy from feedback is likely
expended balancing radiative losses, and is not retained by the hot atmosphere. The
additional energy to heat the ICM from mass-dependent feedback cycle will come from
rare, powerful outbursts that greatly exceed the cooling luminosity, such as the outburst in
MS0735. Since Pmech is typically greater than Lcool in less massive systems, the mechanical
energy from AGN will most likely be retained by the ICM. This could well lead to a greater
energy per particle from AGN in less massive systems as has been found in the full cluster
population, but it is unclear without a larger sample which covers a larger range in redshift.
4.6.4 Stellar mass to halo mass relation
We further investigate how the stellar mass of BCGs relates to the halo mass in the full
HIFLUGCS sample. We investigate the relationship between halo mass and M∗,BCG/M2500,
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Figure 4.13: Mechanical energy from recent AGN outbursts vs. bolometric luminosity
within rcool. Systems are shown as either open or closed symbols based on the central
cooling times from Hudson et al. (2010). The dotted line represents the line of equality.
The mechanical power of systems with a cooling luminosity of zero are shown in the left
column of the plot. Pmech values with vertical error bars are derived from X-ray cavities,
which those without are estimated from the 1.4 GHz luminosity. The point in the bottom
right represents the scatter in the Pmech - P1.4GHz relation.
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with the sample divided by central cooling time, in Figure 4.14. M∗,BCG/M2500 is a measure
of the integrated star formation efficiency of the BCG (Gonzalez et al., 2013). The strong
downward trend in Figure 4.14 then may be interpreted as the decrease of star formation
efficiency with halo mass (eg: Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013; Gonzalez et al. 2013;
Kravtsov, Vikhlinin & Meshscheryakov 2014). We find that systems follow this trend
independently of the central cooling time. To estimate the potential contribution of the
cooling flows in these systems, we calculate the gas mass within the cooling radius. The
values of rcool represent the radius where the cooling time of the ICM is less than 7.7
Gyr, and are taken from Bˆırzan et al. (2012). In systems where we do not have the full
mass profile, the gas mass within rcool is estimated assuming the gas density follows an
NFW profile with c500 = 3, a typical value for halos in our mass range (Vikhlinin et al.,
2006), and Mg,2500 is calculated using Mg/10
13M = 10−1.27(M2500/1013M)1.20. The value
(M∗,BCG +Mg(< rcool))/M2500 then gives an upper limit to the stellar mass of BCGs if the
ICM is efficiently cooling, shown in the right panel of Figure 4.14. Unimpeded cooling flows
could fuel enough star formation to significantly increase the stellar mass in BCGs, and
provide a strong separation between systems with and without large cooling flows. Instead,
the growth of stellar mass in BCGs since z ∼ 1 seems to be dominated by mergers, with
less than a factor of 2 growth in stellar mass between z = 0.9 and z = 0.2 (Lidman et al.,
2012, 2013). For BCGs to lie tightly on the same trend between M∗ and M2500 regardless
of the central cooling of the BCG provides further evidence that cooling is well balanced
by heating in cool-cores, preventing most of the available cooling gas from forming stars
in the BCG.
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Figure 4.14: Left: M∗,BCG/M2500 vs. M2500 in the full HIFLUGCS sample. Right: (M∗,BCG
+ Mg(< rcool))/M2500 vs. M2500, representing the total possible stellar mass in the BCGs if
cooling flows were unimpeded. Systems are shown as either open or closed symbols based
on the central cooling times from Hudson et al. (2010). The average size of the error bars
is shown on the bottom left.
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Table 4.3: Properties of the HIFLUGCS systems
System M2500,corr
a L1.4GHz
b tcool
c rcool
d Lcool
e MK
1013 (M) (1032 erg s−1 Hz−1) (Gyr) (kpc) 1042 erg s−1
2A0335+096 - 1.06± 0.05× 10−2 0.31 57 166+1−1 -
A85 - 3.98± 0.17× 10−2 0.51 116 271+3−2 -
A133 - 1.8± 0.1× 10−2 0.47 76 76+1−1 -
A262 - 4.54± 0.01× 10−3 0.43 57 8.52+0.05−0.06 -
A478 - 6.95± 0.27× 10−2 0.43 161 1209+8−9 -
A496 - 2.96± 0.11× 10−2 0.47 87 111+1−1 -
A1795 - 8.45± 0.24× 10−1 0.61 116 510+5−4 -
A2029 - 1.06± 0.24 0.53 127 1049+5−5 -
A2052 - 1.56± 0.028 0.51 80 97+1−1 -
A2199 - 7.37± 0.16× 10−1 0.60 106 171+2−2 -
A2204 - 4.27± 0.15× 10−1 0.25 148 2024+31−29 -
A2597 - 3.32± 0.09 0.42 119 367+3−3 -
A4059 - 6.82± 0.23 0.70 84 85+1−1 -
Centaurus - 1.12± 0.03 0.42 87 22.0+0.1−0.1 -
Hydra A - 30.1± 0.3 0.41 107 227+2−2 -
MKW3S - 6.78± 0.001 0.86 92 104+1−1 -
NGC507 - 7.15± 0.35× 10−3 0.48 47 2.20+0.03−0.03 -
NGC1399 - 2.91± 0.01× 10−3 0.69 24 0.39+0.01−0.01 -
NGC1550 - 5.47± 0.53× 10−4 0.23 76 3.38+0.04−0.03 -
NGC4636 - 2.82± 0.03× 10−4 0.21 61 0.17+0.002−0.002 -
NGC5044 - 5.95± 0.50× 10−4 0.21 50 4.0+0.02−0.02 -
PKS1404-267 - 7.45± 0.26× 10−2 0.55 69 18+1−1 -
Sersic159/03 - 1.92± 0.2× 10−1 0.88 111 157+1−1 -
A0119 10.3+3.9−3.9 8.9× 10−4 14.03 - - −26.44± 0.05
A0400 3.9 +1.4−1.4 3.41± 0.21× 10−1 8.04 22 0.47+0.03−0.01 −26.15± 0.05
A0399 23 +13−11 1.84× 10−4 12.13 - - −26.97± 0.08
A0401 33 +11−11 1.94× 10−3 8.81 - - −26.87± 0.06
A3112 18.2 +6.8−7.5 1.72± 0.012 0.37 130 376+5−5 −27.00± 0.07
IIIZw54 5.5+5.0−3.2 3.85± 0.19× 10−3 5.48 30 2.48+0.07−0.06 −25.29± 0.08
A3158 21.0 +7.1−7.0 9.11± 0.12× 10−3 8.22 - - −26.52± 0.10
EXO0422 9.6 +5.5−4.4 4.1± 0.1× 10−2 0.47 64 38+2−1 −25.91± 0.05
A3266 29 +11−11 1.46× 10−6 7.62 - - −26.96± 0.06
A3376 0.5 +2.1−0.5 1.91± 0.06× 10−1 16.47 19 1.0+0.1−0.1 −25.30± 0.09
A3391 15.9 +6.0−5.9 3.99± 0.49 12.46 29 4.7+0.3−0.2 −27.03± 0.04
A3395s 12 +14−10 2.05± 0.09 12.66 22 0.8+0.1−0.1 −25.88± 0.07
A0576 12 +15−8 5.47± 0.68× 10−4 3.62 41 8.1+0.2−0.2 −26.54± 0.08
A0754 54 +19−18 1.02× 10−3 9.53 - - −25.68± 0.13
A1060 9.4 +3.2−3.2 3.42± 0.34× 10−5 2.87 48 0.120+0.003−0003 −25.57± 0.04
A1367 6.4 +2.3−2.3 1.6× 10−4 27.97 - - −25.36± 0.04
MKW4 2.31 +0.78−0.78 2.13± 0.45× 10−4 0.28 47 5.4+0.1−0.1 −26.16± 0.03
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ZwCl1215 20.3 +9.1−8.6 4.79× 10−3 10.99 - - −26.42± 0.08
A1644 10.7 +6.8−5.5 4.76± 0.15× 10−2 0.84 55 17.3+0.3−0.3 −26.85± 0.06
A1650 29 +14−12 7.7± 1.6× 10−4 1.25 97 234+3−3 −25.97± 0.10
A1651 24.4 +8.4−8.4 1.32± 0.18× 10−2 3.63 94 150+2−3 −26.65± 0.10
COMA 36 +12−12 2.43± 0.01× 10−2 15.97 20 4.0+0.1−0.1 −26.09± 0.03
A1736 3.1 +4.7−3.1 2.92± 0.35× 10−3 16.59 - - −25.86± 0.05
A3558 16.8 +5.8−5.8 2.11± 0.33× 10−3 1.69 75 75+2−1 −27.03± 0.05
A3562 12.8 +4.2−4.2 2.8± 0.5× 10−4 5.15 - - −25.81± 0.05
A3571 28.2 +9.4−9.4 1.39± 0.06× 10−3 2.13 55 88+1−1 −26.78± 0.04
MKW8 7.2 +3.1−2.7 4.02± 0.25× 10−4 10.87 19 0.27+0.02−0.01 −25.78± 0.04
RXJ1504 50.3+5.8−4.7 7.74± 0.27× 10−1 0.59 172 4080+49−55 −26.58± 0.18
A2065 18 +42−18 1.20± 0.22× 10−2 1.34 63 63+1−1 −25.83± 0.07
A2063 9.8 +3.3−3.3 4.29± 0.28× 10−3 2.36 68 37+1−1 −25.76± 0.06
A2142 45 +17−16 4.60± 0.071× 10−3 1.94 126 749+5−5 −26.18± 0.10
A2147 8.5 +4.1−3.4 4.37± 0.31× 10−3 17.04 - - −25.62± 0.04
A2163 79 +27−27 1.74× 10−2 9.65 - - −25.75± 0.25
A2244 29 +29−15 4.27± 0.15× 10−1 1.53 113 316+3−3 −26.97± 0.09
A2256 24.0 +9.4−9.2 1.18× 10−3 11.56 - - −26.33± 0.07
A2255 17.6 +6.6−6.5 2.34× 10−3 20.66 - - −26.30± 0.08
A3667 20.4 +7.2−7.2 1.29× 10−3 6.14 - - −26.55± 0.05
A2589 10.8 +9.2−5.6 5.83× 10−4 1.18 62 29+1−1 −26.21± 0.06
A2634 6.3 +2.8−2.7 1.73± 0.086 1.52 17 0.6+0.4−0.4 −26.35± 0.03
A2657 9.7 +3.4−3.4 5.49× 10−4 2.68 - - −25.50± 0.10
A4038 7.7 +2.6−2.5 5.19± 0.08× 10−3 1.68 - - −25.80± 0.06
Notes: aM2500 values derived from Reiprich & Bo¨hringer (2002) with the correction factor 0f 1.18 and
additional error of 0.33 dex applied. b1.4 GHz luminosity of central radio sources from Mittal et al. (2009);
Bˆırzan et al. (2012). Values without error bars are upper limits derived from the noise in NVSS images
form Bˆırzan et al. (2012). cCooling time at r = 0.004R500, from Hudson et al. (2010).
dThe cooling radius
from Bˆırzan et al. (2012), which is the radius within which the cooling time of the ICM is less than 7.7
Gyr. eThe bolometric luminosity within Rcool from Bˆırzan et al. (2012).
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4.7 Preliminary results - Missing baryons
With the effects of shock heating and gravitational infall included, the ICM is expected to
form self-similarly to the dark matter distribution (Navarro, Frenk & White, 1995). The
gas fraction in clusters should then be a constant function of halo mass, and should be
near the cosmic baryon fraction given that stellar mass contains only a small amount of the
baryonic mass in clusters. Measured gas fractions in galaxy clusters are usually significantly
below the cosmic baryon fraction when measured at R2500, and tend to decrease towards
the centres of galaxies (Allen et al. 2004, 2008; Vikhlinin et al. 2006, see figure 4.15). Gas
fractions are usually close to the cosmic value when measured in the regions near R500, and
higher in clusters outskirts where the effects of gas clumping and non-thermal pressure are
important (Vikhlinin et al., 2006; Simionescu et al., 2011). Gas fractions are lower in poor
clusters and groups (Sun et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2013), and it has been suggested
that AGN could be the cause of the lower observed gas fractions by driving gas into cluster
outskirts (Puchwein, Sijacki & Springel, 2008; Giodini et al., 2010). In this section we aim
to answer if mechanical outbursts are energetically capable of unbinding sufficient gas to
lower the gas fractions to the observed values.
Under the assumption that the low gas fractions are caused by gas being expelled into
cluster outskirts, we can construct profiles of the “missing gas mass” through the difference
between our gas fraction profiles and the cosmic baryon fraction. The energy required to
move this gas into the cluster outskirts (taken as beyond R500) can be calculated as:
Ebind = 4pi
∫ R2500
0
[φ(r)− φ(R500)]ρg(r)r2dr. (4.5)
For simplicity, we refer to this as the binding energy throughout this section. We calculate
the binding energy for all of our systems with mass profiles that reach R2500. As we have not
accounted for the mass in stars, this is an overestimate of the energy required to recreate
the baryon fraction profiles in clusters.
We plot the binding energy of the missing gas against cavity energies of our systems in
Figure 4.15. The largest outburst in our sample contributes ∼ 6% of the required energy
to displace the missing gas, while the majority of outbursts in our systems are 2− 3 orders
of magnitude lower than the binding energy.
We use the values of Ma, McNamara & Nulsen (2013) to estimate the total energy
from AGN since z=2, taking this as the time when BCGs were formed (eg: van Dokkum
& Franx 2001). They measure the average AGN power out to z=0.6 in a sample with 685
clusters split into 4 luminosity bins, using central radio sources from NVSS and the scaling
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Figure 4.15: Left: Gas fraction profiles of all systems, sorted by the core-excised tempera-
ture. The horizontal line is the Planck value of the cosmic baryon fraction. Right: Binding
energy of the missing gas vs. AGN mechanical energy estimated from X-ray cavities. The
solid line is the line of equality. The errors on the binding energies have not yet been
calculated.
relation between mechanical power and 1.4 GHz luminosity of Cavagnolo et al. (2010).
Extrapolating to z=2 gives a conservative lower limit on the mechanical energy output, as
AGN are more active in the past. We plot the binding energy of the missing gas against the
total cluster luminosity along with the total AGN energy from Ma, McNamara & Nulsen
(2013) in figure 4.16.
Mechanical AGN are energetically sufficient in low mass systems to reproduce the
observed gas fraction profiles, provided the AGN can efficiently transfer kinetic energy
to the ICM. This is bolstered by the fact that it would have been easier to unbind the
same amount of gas at earlier times, as clusters will have been less massive. The ratio of
AGN power to binding energy is lower in high mass systems due to the weak dependence
of mechanical power with halo mass in the full cluster population. It is difficult to make
conclusions for the high mass systems, as the binding energies are overestimated, AGN
powers are underestimated, and the missing gas will have been easier to unbind at higher
redshift. Gas fractions are below the cosmic value out to z=0.543, the highest redshift
in our sample, and gas fractions at R2500 have been found to be constant with redshift
beyond z = 1 in our cosmology (Allen et al., 2008). The observed gas fraction profiles are
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Figure 4.16: Energy vs. bolometric luminosity (core included). The black points are
individual clusters, and the y values are the current binding energies of the missing gas,
which are an overestimate of the energy required to reproduce the observed gas fractions.
The red points are the total energy from radio-AGN estimated by extrapolating the jet
powers of Ma, McNamara & Nulsen (2013) to z=2. The green points are the total energy
from radio-AGN between z=2 and z=0.6, estimated the same way. The errors on the
binding energies have not yet been calculated.
likely then shaped by processes at high redshifts. This could be by unbinding gas through
powerful radio-AGN or quasar activity, or by the addition of heat which causes the ICM
to be more spatially extended than the dark matter distribution.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary
We have investigated the relationship between AGN feedback and large scale properties of
galaxy clusters at z < 0.55. In the full HIFLUGCS sample, we find that the power output
from AGN is strongly coupled to total cluster mass in systems with central cooling times
shorter than 1 Gyr, with no evidence for a correlation in systems with central cooling
times greater than 1 Gyr. This provides additional evidence that ICM cooling in the
centres of galaxy clusters is providing the causal link between AGN and their host systems.
Additionally, we find that the fraction of mass in stars in BCGs strongly decreases with
total halo mass, with no separation based on the central cooling time. Unimpeded cooling
flows could significantly alter this relation, suggesting that the cooling of the ICM is well
balanced by heating over long timescales, such that only a small amount of the available
gas is able to form stars.
Using the subset of HIFLUGCS with X-ray cavities and tc,central < 1 Gyr, we investigate
the scaling relationships between cavity power and cluster properties. The relationship
between cavity power and luminosity is found to be Pcav ∝ L0.93±0.23bol , consistent with
linear scaling. Cavity power then scales with the other cluster properties equivalently to
the bolometric X-ray luminosity, but with much larger scatter. We find no significant
difference in the scatter between halo mass, gas mass, and BCG stellar mass with Pcav.
We find a relation between cavity power and halo mass of Pcav ∝M1.55±0.262500 , and a relation
between total cavity energy and mass as Ecav ∝M2.04±0.302500 . Our scaling of Ecav with mass
is steeper than analytic scalings of Ecav ∝ M4/3 or Ecav ∝ M5/3 which have been used in
simulations. We find a weak positive trend between accretion efficiency and mass in our
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sample, which may help explain the steep slope of our Ecav-M2500 relation, but this may
also be explained as a systematic underestimate of our black hole masses.
We investigated the effect of AGN feedback on cluster scaling relations. We find core
excised L-T and M-T relations in our subset of cavity systems in HIFLUGCS with short
central cooling times consistent with the cluster population as a whole. These results seem
to imply that radio-mode feedback is not greatly affecting cluster-scale properties beyond
the cooling radius. However, this interpretation is complicated by the fact that we are only
able to observe very recent AGN activity. It could be that a history of AGN heating is
present in almost all galaxy clusters, including systems without cool cores. We find that
∼ 30% of systems with tc,central > 1 Gyr in HIFLUGCS have radio outbursts of comparable
power to the systems with tc,central < 1 Gyr. The AGN power in the short cooling time
systems follows the cooling luminosity of the ICM, so much of the energy output from a
feedback loop is used to balance radiative losses. Additional energy which can heat the ICM
is then dominated by rare powerful outbursts which greatly exceed the cooling luminosity
of the ICM, such as the outburst in MS0735. The weak dependence of mechanical AGN
power with mass in long cooling time systems implies that AGN heating will be more
significant in low mass systems. This is roughly consistent with previous studies which
find scaling relations to be further from self-similar in groups and poor clusters than in
massive clusters.
5.2 Future Work
There are interesting topics to be explored to continue this work, which we briefly discuss
here.
A similar study could be extended to a larger, representative sample. Detailed analysis
of the full cluster population will allow for a more self-contained comparison of the cluster
scaling relations, and the relative effects of AGN heating in cool-core and non cool-core
clusters. A larger sample will enable more accurate determinations of the Pcav relations
measured in this study, and may make it possible to study the evolution of these relations.
Additionally, the addition of more low-mass systems will be necessary to study the form
of the Pcav relations, and see if they follow a powerlaw at low masses. Developing an
automated algorithm to detect X-ray cavities would be extremely useful for studies of this
kind. This would remove subjective biases from cavity measurement and detection, allow
the formal significance to be quantified, and allow for accurate error bars on mechanical
AGN power to be calculated.
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A more accurate tracer of mechanical power from AGN would also be useful to incor-
porate into a new study. Low-frequency radio emission is more tightly correlated to AGN
power than the 1.4 GHz emission used in this study, and additional wavebands can be used
to further constrain the AGN power (Bˆırzan et al., 2008). This would allow for a more
detailed measurement of the Pmech−M relation in long and short cooling time systems, as
studied in section 4.6.2. In a large enough sample, the integrated energy per particle from
AGN could be calculated in several mass bins in both cool-core and non cool-core systems,
and tied directly to the scaling relations and cooling luminosities in those samples.
Mechanical feedback has been primarily studied at low redshifts due to the limitations of
X-ray imaging, while AGN are known to be more active in the past (Smolcˇic´ et al., 2009).
For measuring the total contribution of AGN over cluster timescales, another approach
is needed. One possible project would be to measure the central radio sources in high-
redshift cluster samples selected by the Sunyaev Zel’dovich signal (Sunyaev & Zeldovich,
1972). A possible sample is the high-redshift cluster sample constructed form South Pole
Telescope observations (McDonald et al., 2013). It will then be possible to estimate the
total contribution from radio-AGN over cluster timescales without much extrapolation,
and measure the evolution of radio-AGN in clusters.
One use of our results is that the measured relationship between Pmech and cluster mass
could be used as the prescription for feedback in simulations. The simulation results of
cluster scaling relations, entropy profiles, and the truncation of BCG stellar masses could
be compared to observations.
The upcoming Astro-H telescope will test the validity of the hydrostatic equilibrium
assumption in cluster mass measurements. The high spectral resolution of Astro-H will
enable measurements of the bulk and turbulent motions in the ICM to better than 100
km/s, which will produce the first observational measurements of the non-thermal pressure
support in the ICM. Astro-H should be able to map the non-thermal pressure profile out
to R2500 in several nearby relaxed clusters, and will quantify the extent to which cluster
masses are underestimated. Multiple temperature components in the ICM will also be
easier to detect outside of bright cluster cores, which can bias mass measurements low
when spectra are fit with a one-temperature model.
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Appendix A
Mass Profiles
Here we present our mass profiles for all systems in our sample:
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Figure A.1: Mass profiles. The y axis gives the enclosed mass in M, the lower x-axis gives
the radius from the cluster centre in kpc, and the upper x-axis gives the radius from the
cluster centre in arcseconds. The red curve denotes the total mass profile, and the dashed
black curve is the gas mass profile. The solid vertical line denotes R2500. Note that the
error bars in each profile are correlated.
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Appendix B
Studying AGN Feedback in the Virgo
Cluster with Astro-H
The work in this chapter was performed as a co-author to the Astro-H White Paper titled
“AGN Feedback in the Virgo Cluster”.
As the closest galaxy cluster to us, and as one of the brightest extra-galactic X-ray
sources in the sky, the Virgo Cluster is one of the best targets for studying AGN feedback.
M87, the central dominant galaxy in the Virgo Cluster has been observed with high spa-
tial resolution in the X-ray band, revealing many interactions of the intracluster medium
with the AGN. These include cavities in the ICM, a shock front driven by the AGN, and
metal enriched central cluster gas dragged into the hot atmosphere (Forman et al., 2005;
Simionescu et al., 2008; Million et al., 2010; Werner et al., 2010). High resolution spectra
for M87 would enable measurements of the dynamics of these interactions, and measure
the metal abundance of the uplifted central gas independently of the ambient cluster at-
mosphere. This makes the Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS) on board the upcoming Astro-H
telescope ideal for observing M87, as it will have very high spectral resolution of ∆E ∼ 5eV
(Takahashi et al., 2012). This will allow us to observe many individual spectral lines in the
ICM which are unresolved with current instruments. This will enable the first accurate de-
termination of velocity structure in the ICM, as well as accurate abundance measurements
of trace elements, which will help to constrain transport properties in the ICM, as well as
probe the star formation history in centres of clusters.
M87 is one of the proposed targets to have guaranteed time for observations in the early
science phase of Astro-H. We have been collaborating on the white paper which details
the science goals, observing strategy, and the expected constraints on measurements made
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with the new observations. Two of the proposed pointings include the eastern and south-
western X-ray arms of cold metal-enriched gas that have been uplifted by the AGN. The
primary goals of these pointings will be to measure the turbulence of the ICM imparted
by a shock front at 3’, measure the line of sight velocity of the cold gas being uplifted,
and to measure the abundances of the uplifted gas independently of the ambient gas. The
pointing strategy, location of the shock front, and the uplifted X-ray arms are illustrated
in figure 1.
Figure B.1: Left: Normalization of the 1keV gas derived from a multi-temperature fit of
Chandra spectra from Werner et al. (2010). Right: Pressure map derived from Chandra
spectra from Million et al. (2010). The circle indicates the 3’ spherical shock front, and the
large boxes represent the 3×3 arcmin SXS field of view of the proposed observations. The
small boxes are 1×1 arcmin spaxels, and could be used to measure the turbulent velocity
before and after the shock front. In this figure, north is up and east is left. This figure was
produced by A. Simionescu, and was used in the White Paper.
To assess how well the quantities of interest can be calculated as well as the optimal
exposure times for observations, SXS spectra were simulated for the proposed E and SW
arm pointings. These simulations were first performed by the Stanford group, and we
performed them as a consistency check of their early results. First, Chandra spectra were
extracted from the SXS 3’ by 3’ field of view of the proposed pointings, and of the 1’ by 1’
region at the centre of the SW pointing. These spectra were fit in the 0.5-7.0 keV range with
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an absorbed two-temperature model in SPEX, with the metallicity of the lower temperature
gas tied to twice that of the warm ambient gas, motivated by previous observations. The
best fit parameters of this model were used as the spectral model to simulate the Astro-H
spectra, with an added turbulent velocity component of 200km/s for the warm component,
and a line of sight velocity of 300km/s for the cold component, which is roughly half of
the ambient sound speed. The metallicity was set to 1 solar for the warm component and
2 solar for the cold component, motivated by the results of Simionescu et al. (2008).
Spectra were simulated for a 100ks exposure using the most current 5eV response matrix
and the flat sky ancillary response file provided on the Astro-H website. These simulated
spectra were fit in the 0.3-10keV range with an absorbed two-temperature model, and the
errors of the best fitting parameters were calculated. Turbulent velocity and line of sight
velocity were found to have statistical errors of ∼ ± 15km/s, and ∼ ± 20km/s respectively.
The abundances of the warm gas were determined to within 10%, and the abundances of
the cool gas were determined to within 30% for O, Si, S, and 15% for Fe. Our results
were found to be generally consistent with the simulation results of the Stanford group,
the largest discrepancy being the precision on the cold Fe abundance measurement, which
they found they could determine to 5−7%. Additionally, we simulate spectra of the central
spaxel of the SW arm for 50, 100, and 200ks. The results of our spectral simulations are
shown in table B.1, and an example of a Chandra spectrum and a simulated SXS spectrum
are shown in figure B.2.
Figure B.2: Left: Chandra spectrum of SW arm with best fitting 2-temperature model.
Right: Simulated SXS spectrum of SW arm with best fitting 2-temperature model
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The expected point spread function (PSF) of 1.3’ is a significant fraction of the size
of the detector field of view (FOV) of 3’ by 3’. This means that there may be signifi-
cant amounts of counts scattered out if the FOV, as well as contamination from regions
outside the FOV. The atmosphere in M87 is well stratified and isothermal at each radius
(Simionescu et al., 2008), so the amount of radial scattering is the primary concern. To
investigate this effect, images of concentric annuli of M87 were convolved with the current
PSF model, and the contribution from each region in each FOV was calculated. The annuli
were centered on the cluster center, and had radial ranges of 0’-1.5’ (core region), 1.5’-4.5’
(field of view region), and 4.5’-10’(everything beyond the field of view). We found that
18% of counts were scattered radially out of the FOV region, and ≈ 20% of the counts
in the FOV region were from the other regions, with 13% coming from the bright core.
Additionally, the 1’ by 1’ spaxels will lose 42% of their counts radially. These effects will
be important in determining desired exposure times of observations, and will be important
to include in more detailed spectral simulations in the lead up to launch.
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Appendix C
Co-authored Publications
C.1 Bondi Accretion
My contribution as a co-author on Russell et al. (2013) was to use Chandra X-ray data
to determine cavity dimensions for the 13 systems of the Bondi subsample in section 3.7.
Cavity powers were estimated for these systems using deprojected density and temperatue
profiles calculated by Helen Russell. These values were used to re-examine the relation
between jet power and Bondi accretion rate.
C.2 ALMA analysis of Abell 1664 and Abell 1835
I am a co-author on the papers Russell et al. (2014) and McNamara et al. (2014), cycle-0
ALMA analyses of Abell 1664 and Abell 1835 respectively. I assisted in early analysis of
the data, including making velocity maps of the CO emission, and comparing the spatial
extent of the CO emission to HST and Chandra images. I provided hydrostatic mass
profiles for both systems that were used in the analysis.
C.3 Chandra analysis of MS0735.6+7421
The mass profile for MS0735.6+7421 shown in appendix A is used in the analysis of Van-
tyghem et al. (2014). The mass profile is used to calculate the buoyancy timescale of
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massive outer cavities, as well as to calculate the total energy per particle injected from
the AGN. I also contributed scripts to correct spectra for the area lost to removed point
sources, chip gaps and dead pixels.
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